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AutoCAD Activation Code History and Development AutoCAD originated as the MECAD (Multi-
Editor Computer Aided Drafting) project of the Small Systems Engineering Department at the

University of California, Davis, in the late 1970s. The program was written in assembly
language for the PDP-11 minicomputer and became the first commercial program to be

developed with the UCSD Pascal language and the UCSD PDP-11 operating system. The first
release of AutoCAD, 1.0, was on December 4, 1982, and it was distributed as shareware.

Users could obtain a version of the application through a training period of six weeks.
AutoCAD 1.0 was developed by a group of 12 people working at the University of California,

Davis (UCSD) who were members of the Small Systems Engineering Department. The
original version included basic drafting tools for 2D and 3D drawing and included drawing
sheets to be used with a plotting board. AutoCAD Release 2.0 was released on August 14,

1985, and was the first full-featured version of AutoCAD. The development team consisted of
seven people, and the application became commercially available. It included file conversion,
which had been introduced in version 1.1. The AutoCAD interface was also redesigned. The

program started to be distributed through the distribution system of the UCSD Pascal
compiler and could be purchased or downloaded from the UCSD Pascal site. It was available
on microcomputers, including the Apple II, the Commodore PET, and the HP 85/66. In 1987, a
major revision of AutoCAD, 3.0, was released. That same year, Autodesk Incorporated (which

was founded in 1982) purchased the rights to the UCSD Pascal code from the University of
California, and it became the foundation for the architecture of AutoCAD. This version was
the first version that was distributed as shareware. The first major graphical revision was
AutoCAD 3.5 in 1989. That same year, version 3.5 allowed users to open and save files

directly on disk without needing to use an external tool such as HP-GL/2. In 1990, version 4.0
was released, followed by the 4.5 version of the software in 1992. Version 5.0 was released
on December 19, 1992, and it contained a new proprietary drawing engine. The new version

also introduced the ability to create multiline objects. Also in that
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AutoCAD Crack Keygen Language extensions Cracked AutoCAD With Keygen supports
AutoLISP, Visual LISP, Visual BASIC, Visual FoxPro, Visual C++, AutoCAD Architecture and

AutoCAD Electrical programming languages. AutoLISP is a programming language for
AutoCAD that is based on the LISP language. AutoLISP is included with all AutoCAD Release
200, 250, and 270 releases and is supported until Release 690. AutoCAD supports AutoLISP.
AutoLISP is a programming language, which extends the basic commands of the AutoCAD
command language by including more commands and classes. AutoLISP functions include:

Define macro Makes macros available to all other AutoCAD functions Define (See also
:AutoLISP) Analyze drawings, develop new entities and perform geometric operations Draw

(See also :Drawing) Record, save and publish drawings Insert Insert new objects into
drawings Point (See also :Point) Points from points, lines and polylines Line (See also :Line)

Line from points, angles and polylines Circle (See also :Circle) Ellipse (See also :Ellipse)
Polyline (See also :Polyline) Polyline from points and lines Polar (See also :Polar) Polar from
points and lines Angle (See also :Angle) Angle from points and lines 3D lines (See also :3D
lines) 3D lines from points and lines Add elements (See also :Add objects) Add objects from
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points and lines AutoCAD Architecture (or Archi) was a.NET programming language for
AutoCAD, with similar functionality to AutoLISP. AutoCAD Architecture was first released in

AutoCAD Release 1997. AutoCAD Architecture, Visual C++ and Visual Basic Code developed
for AutoCAD with the.NET Framework are now considered deprecated, and not supported

after Release 2011, which ended support for AutoCAD Architecture. Microsoft has replaced it
with Visual Studio.NET for AutoCAD, but AutoCAD Architect was still sold as a standalone
product. AutoCAD Architecture has been dropped for AutoCAD Release 2013 and is not
supported after Release 2014. AutoCAD Architecture contained the following functional
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What's New In AutoCAD?

Markup Import: Import feedback from printed paper or PDFs and add changes to your
drawings automatically, without additional drawing steps. (video: 1:15 min.) Markup Assist:
Compare and import feedback from printed paper or PDFs in the Design Center. Zones and
Dimensionality: Zones provide a new way to organize your drawings. Use zones to divide
your drawing into logical groups. All drawings within a zone can share dimensions, attributes,
and annotations. (video: 1:31 min.) Dimensionality: Dimensionality provides a new way to
organize your drawings. Use dimensionality to organize your drawings into logical groups.
Dimensionality can be used to organize individual drawings, zones, and drawings within
zones. Multi-Object Selection: Select multiple objects at once with the Multi-Object Select
tool. Drag the tool to select an area of your drawing. (video: 1:15 min.) Multi-Object Select:
Select multiple objects at once with the Multi-Object Select tool. Drag the tool to select an
area of your drawing. (video: 1:15 min.) Point-to-Polyline Measurements: Measure line
segments, curves, and paths with the Point-to-Polyline Measurements tool. The Measurement
Options dialog box enables you to assign custom units, weights, and unit weights to points,
line segments, line, and polyline endpoints. (video: 1:31 min.) Measurement Options:
Measure line segments, curves, and paths with the Point-to-Polyline Measurements tool. The
Measurement Options dialog box enables you to assign custom units, weights, and unit
weights to points, line segments, line, and polyline endpoints. (video: 1:31 min.) Point-to-
Polyline Measurements: Measure line segments, curves, and paths with the Point-to-Polyline
Measurements tool. The Measurement Options dialog box enables you to assign custom
units, weights, and unit weights to points, line segments, line, and polyline endpoints. Refine
Path Options: Refine Path will assist you when working with polyline geometry. The tool can
be used to quickly generate common polyline offsets and adjust the length of line segments.
(video: 1:31 min.) Refine Path: Refine Path will assist
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit Windows 7 (64-bit editions of Windows 8.1 also supported) 64-bit
Windows 7 (64-bit editions of Windows 8.1 also supported) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or
faster Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or faster RAM: 2 GB 2 GB HDD: 600 MB 600 MB Video Card:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 or AMD Radeon R9 290 Recommended: OS: 64-bit Windows 8.1
(64-bit editions
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